Possible network interactions indicated by bilaterally coherent fast rhythms in expiratory recurrent laryngeal nerve discharges.
1. In a search for correlated fast rhythms in recurrent laryngeal (RL) expiratory (E) activities, we performed spectral and coherence analysis on bilateral RL nerve discharges in 54 midcollicular decerebrate, paralyzed cats. 2. Inspiratory (I) RL activities showed in almost all cases high-frequency oscillations (HFO, range 50-100 Hz) that were bilaterally coherent and also coherent to HFOs in phrenic (PHR) activities. In contrast, bilaterally coherent rhythms (range 24-54 Hz) in RLE discharges were found in only a fraction of the cats (6/54); in the other cats (48/54) such coherences were absent even though the auto-spectra showed the presence of similar fast rhythms on the two sides. The bilateral RLE coherences were associated with increased amplitude and prolonged duration of RLE activity, such as occurred following removal of phasic pulmonary stretch receptor inputs by vagotomy or by no-inflation. 3. Thus, although coherent fast rhythms are uncommon in RLE discharges, their occurrence under some conditions indicates the presence of short-time-scale interactions between neurons involved in this activity. This suggests that such rhythms are a general feature of neural networks.